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Introduction
• In spine surgery, treatment failures are often
attributed to poor patient selection and
inappropriate treatment.
• For many spinal disorders there is little consensus
on the precise indications for surgery, and gold
standards based on randomised controlled trials
are lacking.
• A procedure is considered
appropriate if the medical
benefit exceeds the
medical risks by a
sufficiently wide margin
that the procedure is worth
performing.
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Introduction and aim of study
• The RAND Appropriateness Method (RAM) —
which involves a detailed literature review and
modified Delphi expert panel — can be used to
examine the appropriateness of a given
treatment for different clinical scenarios.
• The aim of this study was to use the RAM to
develop criteria (i.e. define indications) for the
appropriate use of surgery in lumbar
degenerative spondylolisthesis (LDS).

Methods
•

The risks/benefits of treatment were summarised in a systematic review
(Steiger et al 2013, in press)
• A matrix of clinical scenarios (“indications” for LDS) was generated,
comprising permutations of signs, symptoms and other relevant variables
for example (one scenario = all orange-highlighted variables)
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Methods
• A multidisciplinary panel of 12 international experts was convened
(8 surgeons and 4 non-surgeons (physiatrists, rheumatologist, internist)).

• Each expert independently rated each of the clinical scenarios, using a 9-point
scale with respect to performing decompression only, fusion, and instrumented
fusion (1 highly inappropriate, 9 highly appropriate).

• After discussion in the group and re-rating by each individual, surgery for
each scenario was classified as appropriate, inappropriate, or uncertain
based on the median values and disagreement in the ratings.
Appropriate:
Uncertain:
Inappropriate:

panel median of 7-9, without disagreement*
panel median of 4-6 OR any median with disagreement
panel median of 1-3, without disagreement
* ≥3 experts rate 1-3 and ≥3 experts rate 7-9

• Multiple regression was used to examine:
 the extent to which the different variables influenced the median ratings
in a logical way (“face validity”)
 the variables most strongly associated with “appropriate” scenarios.

Results
• 744 hypothetical scenarios were generated;
overall, surgery (of some type) was appropriate in 28%,
uncertain in 42% and inappropriate in 31%.
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• Frank disagreement in considering surgery of any type
was low (7%).

Results
• Experts were reticent to consider surgery for any scenarios involving
back pain only with no instability (7% appropriate); this increased
marginally for back pain with instability (12%).
• Surgery of some type was considered appropriate for radicular pain
or neurogenic claudication in approximately 30-35% scenarios.

Results
• Appropriateness of surgery (especially instrumented
fusion) was much lower for all scenarios when
psychosocial “yellow flags” were present.
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Results
•

The three variables most likely (p<0.0001) to be
components of scenarios considered “appropriate”
(as opposed to inappropriate or uncertain) were:

• severe disability
• no yellow flags
• severe neurological abnormality

Conclusion
• This is the first study reporting criteria for the
appropriateness of surgery in LDS, developed by a
multidisciplinary international panel using a validated
method (RAM).
• The panel ratings followed logical clinical rationale,
indicating good face validity.
• The criteria should be evaluated for their predictive
validity on a prospective basis to examine whether
patients treated “appropriately” do indeed have better
clinical outcomes.
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